ALL FOAM CARTRIDGES

CuZn All Foam cartridges are the answer to all of your pressure drop problems. With no significant pressure loss compared to an empty cartridge, you will never notice the flow slowing. Unlike radial flow cartridges, which have a minimal amount of filtration media, CuZn All Foam Cartridges filter with the entire volume of the cartridge. CuZn uses Foamulations-patented foam filters, available in many different media. Because of their reticulated design, they never channel. CuZn All Foam cartridges come in standard sizes for slim line and big blue housings. You can purchase the complete cartridges or just the foam inserts. Refilling CuZn cartridges with Foamulations’ filter foam takes the mess and hazard out of granular media. Cartridges can be easily refilled in a factory or in the field.

GRA CARTRIDGES

CuZn GRA cartridges, like CuZn All Foam Cartridges, also solve the pressure loss issue typical of axial flow granular cartridges. As with all CuZn cartridges, the GRA units utilize the full volume of the cartridge for filtration. GRA Cartridges, using a calculated ratio of foam to granular media, still offer the non-channeling benefits of the Foamulations’ filter foam but at a lesser cost than the All Foam systems. CuZn’s GRA cartridges are easy to refill.